
PROTOCOLS OF FIRST CONTACT
Discovery of the civilization
Observation the civilization
Determine the potential for contact
If contact potential is high, choose a life or connection in the 
Design the life to provide necessary elements for future contact
Generate sightings & observe reactions and responses
Calculate the timing for various phases of contact
Guide synchronicity to prepare connection individual
Initiate connection with connection 
Disseminate information over time
Observe reactions and responses to information
Initiate higher-level communication with connection individual
Choose additional individuals to disseminate information
Generate additional sightings
Generate contact symbols
Initiate phase-shifted contacts when & where appropriate
Observe rate of recall of phase
Reassess and disseminate potential timing for open contact
Observe responses to announce
Observe any changes in status of civilization
Assist in balancing planetary energies
Generate primary tools of contact
Initiate filtering of non-compatible statesBecome the prime mentor of contact program
Introduce the Contact Council to 
Accelerate sightings & awareness of life beyond the civilization
Observe responses 
Initiate Precursor Contacts
Observe reactions to Precursors
Initiate isolated physical contact
Expand contacts over time
Initiate final sightings prior to open contact
Observe responses to final sightings
Initiate open contact 
Final determination for continuation of open contact
Initiate information exchange
Initiate any Special Procedures
Prepare civilization for Interstellar Alliance membership
Train civilization to discover other civilizations
Guide civilization’s initial contacts with other civilizations
Initiate membership in the Interstellar Alliance
Initiate specific programs relevant to the new member
Continue relations with experienced member civilization
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